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We propose to give concise proofs of three theorems on conjugate

radii of quadric hypersurfaces. Two of these theorems were shown

previously [3, pp. 150, 160; 4]. The method used there, however,

seems to apply only to what one might call a hyperellipsoid. For the

purpose of this paper there is no appreciable difference between the

use of Riemannian coordinates in Riemannian space and Cartesian

coordinates in flat space. We therefore limit our discussion to flat

space referred to Cartesian coordinates yi (* = 1, • • • , re). Further-

more, a restriction to centro-affine transformations makes the co-

ordinates components of a contravariant vector.

Let an be the constant components of a symmetric covariant tensor

and let e* be plus or minus one as used in [2]. Then the equation

(1) aay'y' =■ e*

represents one or two real central hyperquadrics [2, p. 202]. If two

such hypersurfaces exist for given values of a<y, they may be thought

of as a generalization of conjugate hyperboloids. By definition, the

points yh\* and yk\{ are the extremities of two conjugate radii provided

they satisfy the relations

(2) aijy^y^ = 0 (M k), a^y^'y^' = cA*, aiffu\%\f = c**,

where et is plus or minus one. If, as we assume, the determinant a of

our tensor is different from zero and a*' are the components of the

reciprocal tensor the equations (2) are equivalent to [2, p. 96]

(3) 52 efyhfyhi' = a*'.
h

In what follows we will call an expression of the type occurring on the

left side of (3) an algebraic sum.

Lemma. The sum ^2h e* corresponding to re conjugate radii is equal to

the signature s of the quadratic form a^y'.

Proof. We can find a system of coordinates such that y*i' = 8i.

Then in (2) aj,* = 0 (h^k) and anh = e*.

Theorem 1. The algebraic sum of the squares of n conjugate radii of

(1) is invariant.
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Proof. Let the linear element be given by ds2 = egndyidyi [2, p.

35]. Then we have for the square of the radius pertaining to y*|*, e\,s\

= gnyh\iy\\'. Hence with the aid of (3)

Z*    2        "eh ehSn = a gi¡.

A pair of conjugate hyperbolas illustrates a special case of this theo-

rem.

Theorem 2. The tangent hyperplanes at the extremities of n conjugate

radii of (1) meet on the quadric hypersurface aijyiy' = s.

Proof. The tangent hyperplane at y*|* is given by «.-¿y*?*!' = ejf [3,

p. 147]. Making use of (3) and the Lemma we eliminate the ends of

the radii as follows

i = "E,ek* = Y, «h*(anyiyh\i)(apqypyh\q) = any^ya'" = anyy.

The latter expression is zero for conjugate hyperbolas and represents

the common asymptotes.

Theorem 3. The volume determined by n conjugate radii of (1) is

invariant.

Proof. If vertical bars designate determinants we infer from (2)

that o| J'ai*12= | e*\ =sgn a. On the other hand, from the usual defini-

tion of volume [l, p. 47],

V2 = sgn(g) | gnyh^y^l   = sgn(g)g| yh^\2 = sgn(g) sgn(a) g/a.
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